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Franz Wright (March 18, 1953 May 14, 2015) Wheeling Motel (Knopf, 2009), had
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Wright
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Poems (Knopf, 2009). Walking to Martha s Vineyard (Knopf, 2003) was awarded the
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Wheeling Motel by Franz Wright. In his tenth collection of poetry, Franz Wright gives us
an exquisite book of reconciliation with the past and acceptance of what may
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The son of poet James Wright, Franz Wright was born in Vienna on March 18, 1953.
During his youth, his family moved to the Northwest United States, the Midwest, and
http://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/wheeling-motel

Sep 03, 2009 Franz Wright reading "Night Flight Turbulence" from the record 'Readings
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2 quotes from Wheeling Motel: Should each individual snowflake be held accountable
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Once more the Pulitzer Prize winning Wright (God's Silence) delves into his own
exceptionally troubled past and comes up with fractured and frightening but also
http://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-307-26568-5
Oct 17, 2009 Franz Wright's latest collection of poems, "Wheeling Motel", shows the
poet on a more reflective quest concerning his past; the Catholic faith is a sort of
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/6469288-wheeling-motel
Franz Wright reads "Baudelaire" from his book Wheeling Motel (Knopf, 2009) at the
2008 Geraldine R. Dodge Poetry Festival.
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Wheeling Motel by Franz Wright and a great selection of similar Used, New and
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Franz Wright. 1953-2015, Vienna, Austria. Wheeling Motel. Franz Wright. 2010. The
vast waters flow past its back yard. You can purchase a six-pack in bars!
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About the Book: In his tenth collection of poetry, Franz Wright gives us an exquisite
book of reconciliation with the past and acceptance of what may come in the future.
http://knopfdoubleday.com/book/194207/wheeling-motel/
Oct 28, 2014 The vast waters flow past its back yard. You can purchase a six-pack in
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Franz Wright was born in Vienna, Austria and grew up in the Northwest, the Midwest,
and California. He earned a BA from Oberlin College in 1977.
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